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Product review

SCENARI publishing chains
Julien Robert reviews SCENARI authoring tools, focusing on
writing technical documentation and managing collaboration.

SCENARI is a real
component content
management system
(CCMS)

Have you ever heard of SCENARI publishing
chains? No? Then I will explain what it is and
how you can use it.
In this article, I will introduce the SCENARI
authoring tools, designed for document
creation, management and publication.
But before we start, you should know that
SCENARI is an open-source software suite
designed for creating publishing chains from
A to Z (see Figure 7):
 From creation - using SCENARIbuilder, to
design a ‘document model’ which defines
the types of components and the outputs of
a publishing chain
 To production - using SCENARIchain, the
authoring tool, where the content is written
and the documents published.
As a professional authoring tool, a SCENARI
publishing chain offers all the classic features,
meaning:
 writing XML content using a user-friendly
editor,
 managing content and composing
documents,
 managing the work and collaboration of a
team of writers,
 publishing created documents in several
output formats, see Figure 1.
SCENARI is a real component content
management system (CCMS) that can be
operated either on a client/server architecture
to allow collaborative writing or on a desktop
application for personal use.

A basic principle of SCENARI is ‘singlesourcing’. You write components and link
those components in order to define a
document’s outline. Once the outline and
content of a document is ready, you can
publish it in several formats (website, print,
slideshow...). Obviously, the same components
can be linked in several documents! This
is what we call ‘content repurposing’
(re-use). The aim of repurposing features
is to allow the use of the same content in
different documents (user guides, reference
documentation, training resources...) while
avoiding content duplication and re-writing.
Single-sourcing, enables you to write
for different formats all at the same time,
it implies another principle of SCENARI:
medium/message separation. SCENARI is
what we call a WYSIWYM -What You See Is
What You Mean- content editor (the opposite
of WYSIWYG -What You See Is What You
Get- editors, such as Microsoft Word or
LibreOffice), which means that you write by
focusing on the content and initially ignoring
the layout as it is not important at this stage
in the process.
Various types of publishing chains exist,
we talk about ‘models’ and each one has its
specific features. You may have heard of the
three main open-source models:
 Optim, the most generic publishing chain,
an alternative to office software suites,
 Opale, for pedagogical documents,
 Dokiel for software documentation, the
main subject of this article.

The example of Dokiel

Figure 1. Various outputs published with SCENARI (web and paper
documentation, slideshow and distance learning module).
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Dokiel is an open-source SCENARI publishing
chain designed for technical and functional
software documentation.
The Dokiel publishing chain (see Figure 2)
is built around three fundamental types of
components:
 Concept, to define important notions a user
needs to know. The set of concepts used in
a document can build a rich glossary.
 Operating process, also called Procedure,
to describe a task, step by step. A video or
a screenshot sequence may be used as an
operating process glimpse (see Figure 3).
 Screen: to document an application screen
using a screenshot segmented into areas;
if need be, each area may be enriched with
detailed explanations. Its web publication is
interactive (see Figure 5).
These three fundamental components are
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used to compose documents: link them as
much as you like in as many documents as
required. The standard version of Dokiel
enables the creation of printable supports
(PDF direct export) and HTML5 websites of the
various documentations you might need: user
guides, reference documentation, technical
documentation, tutorials, etc.
The Dokiel model can be extended thanks to
two add-ons which increase the componentbased approach by re-using fragments from
your technical documentation into training
documents. These add-ons are:
 Dokiel on-site training, to add several
components to Dokiel, in order to publish
new paper outputs (learner’s and trainer’s
booklets, logistics sheets) and slideshows;
 Dokiel distance learning, which adds
quizzes and interactive activities to Dokiel
in order to produce SCORM 1.2 or SCORM
2004 compliant training modules and
broadcast them online or via a Learning
Management System (LMS).

Figure 2. A SCENARI publishing chain user interface.

Advanced editing functions
In addition to the usual functions you expect
from a text editor (tables, various lists,
external and internal references, spellchecker,
etc), the features list below will show you that
SCENARI is a complete and powerful XML
content editor:
 Semantic markup: to describe your content,
not its layout. Write your content in
different types of intentional blocks suited
for technical communication (Warning,
Example, Tip, Remark, etc).
 Inline tags: to limit the number of
screenshots and to increase the intelligibility
of your documents, you can use inline
semantic markups dedicated to software
documentation. These word enrichments
highlight graphical objects of the user
interface such as Radio buttons, Menu
paths, Textual buttons, Textual check-boxes,
etc in your written content.
 Multimedia resources: in addition to the
screens, for example the segmented and
detailed screenshots, Dokiel allows you
to use numerous multimedia resources to
enrich your documents. For instance, you
can use a video to illustrate a procedure, or
offer a PDF document for download in your
websites.
 Conditional publication: to effortlessly
tailor the content of your documents using
different features:
 Publication filters: enables you to exclude
parts of the content from a document
during its publication. Using the standard
version of Dokiel, an author can generate
two versions (standard or short version).
 Variables: inserted during the writing

A real-time preview
is available on every
component

Figure 3. Writing a procedure using Dokiel.
process, variables are automatically
replaced during the dynamic publication by
a value that the writer enters. For instance,
variables such as the product name, the
model or a measurement unit can be used
to increase content re-usability.
 Derived workspaces: the ultimate solution
to localise your content and handle
differences between various versions
of your documentations (see Localising
documentations below).
 Recycle bin: for deleted contents: to restore
content you deleted a bit too hastily.
 Search engine: another way to reach your
content fragments by setting advanced
searches in ‘full text’ mode with property
combinations and selection of the reach (for
example, fragment, folder and document).
 Bookmarks: Each user of the publishing
chain can create ‘bookmarks’ to sort his
‘favourite’ chunks in a more personal
organisation. These bookmarks may be
seen as handy shortcuts and reminders.

Sharable Content
Object Reference
Model (SCORM)
is a collection of
standards and
specifications
for web-based
e-learning. It defines
communications
between client
side content and
a host system
(called ‘the runtime environment’),
which is commonly
supported
by a learning
management system
Source: Wikipedia,
November 2014
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 Preview: a real-time preview is available on
every component, in just one click.

Mastering a workflow

Field experts
review a published
document and
their comments go
straight in the source
components

SCENARI also has useful features to manage
your documentation creation process and
organise the work of a team directly within
the application:
 SCENARI enables the creation of tasks to
organise and monitor content production
(see Figure 4). Tasks couldn’t be easier to
use: you create a task, select the person
in charge of its realisation and all the
stakeholders involved, then you type a title
and the description. You can even link the
components you want to be corrected or
updated. Then you send it! When the task
is completed, the person in charge of the
changes can post a reply before modifying
the task status so that you will get the task
back (in the Tasks Manager) and choose
to close it or ask for another correction.
Different task types can be configured, such
as Exchanges, Commands and To Do.
 Each component can also have its own
life-cycle. If you look at Figure 4, you can
see that the components codes are written
in various colours, in the explorer. Each
colour stands for a different state of a
component life-cycle in the writing process
(for example, draft, review in progress and
validate). This is one way to manage content
validation with a publishing chain.
 Versioning features in SCENARI assumes the
archiving functions of a fragment, a set of
fragments or a final document, so that you
can manage former versions of a document
and keep on publishing it. If need be, you
would still be able to reactivate this frozen
content.

Figure 4. Task management and components lifecycle to assist collaboration.
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 SCENARI creates an innovative way to
manage content updates: work layers.
A work layer is a working environment
where you can update and correct your
content before sending it to your reference
workspace, when you decide to validate it.
This system allows automated broadcasting
of your publications since the content in the
reference workspace is always validated.

Managing revisions
If you need to interact with field experts for
proofreading or validation, you might know
how difficult it can be to get them involved.
SCENARI offers a perfect method to review a
whole document, the easiest way to deal with
exchanges between the application users and
non-users. It is called dynamic publication and
its strength lies in the fact that it is very easy
to handle: field experts review a published
document and their comments go straight in
the source components.
How does it work? The contributor, non-user
you want to integrate to your workflow, simply
opens a link in a web browser, logs in and finds
the content they are to review in its regular
appearance (website), the only difference is the
commenting feature (a button on top of the
website, see Figure 6). Where they want to, they
can add annotations or answer existing ones.
These comments will be saved and displayed
instantly in the authoring interface. And
vice versa, you can add a comment and your
reviewers will be able to see it.
These comment and discussion thread
functions can also turn out to be very useful
between writers in the application.

Localising documentation
SCENARI offers a unique way of localising

Figure 5. Segmenting a screenshot using a Dokiel
Screen component.
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documents: derived workspaces. The principle
is to create and organise the ‘master version’
of your documentation in a workspace, which
will be called ‘reference workspace’, and then
to create as many derivations as needed. To
be clear, a derived workspace is a layer that
inherits all of the content in the reference
workspace, and thus enables you to change, to
specialise the whole content of the workspace
(or only a part of it) for a given context. That
is what we call ‘overloading the content’;
usually, it consists of translating contents but
not always. For instance, I may want to create
a derived workspace for documentation in the
same language but need to localise screenshots
and images.
The interesting thing about derived
workspaces (as opposed to duplicated content)
is that the link between the reference content
and its derived version is kept so that you can
benefit from additions and revisions made in
the reference workspace.
To translate the content fragments of a
derivation, you can also export the content of
your derived workspace (in XML format) and
send the files you’ll get (with the XML schema)
to a translation agency and then upload it back
into the derived workspace.
SCENARI has its own differential tool to
help you identify the differences between the
reference and your derivation.

Figure 6. Dynamic publication to interact with non-users via a web browser.

An adaptable and scalable tool
SCENARI authoring tools are very flexible
thanks to SCENARIbuilder, the publishing
chain designing tool, which makes possible
tailoring the perfect collaborative document
model, completely adapted to your own needs,
in order to raise your user experience to new
heights. For instance, you can:
 Customise the regular skin (a CSS –
cascading style sheet) of a model, or design
new ones to adapt the layout of your outputs
to a style guide.
 Personalise an open-source model by adding
various features such as new outputs,
components, variables and filters; or by
setting a collaborating process suited to your
context: workflow, components life-cycle,
tasks types, user roles and permissions. If
required by your content exchange process,
you can even add export outputs such as
DITA standard or Docbook.
 Download and install some great
add-ons and skins already available on
http://scenari.eu shared by the SCENARI
community.
Since SCENARI is an open source software
suite, you can freely download SCENARIbuilder
to add new features, or SCENARIstyler to create
new skins. If you lack the technical knowledge
required to use those tools, Kelis, the publisher

Figure 7. The complete design process of a SCENARI publishing chain.
of the SCENARI solution, can help you with
tailoring the perfect publishing chain.
Last but not least, the SCENARI software
suite is in constant development. SCENARI was
born in a laboratory of public research and R&D
is written into its DNA, thus you will often see
new, even exclusive, features released.

Conclusion
Nothing should keep you from giving a
SCENARI publishing chain such as Dokiel
a try! Take a look at the dedicated website
(http://dokiel.eu) to download Dokiel and
learn more. C

Makes possible
tailoring the perfect
collaborative
document model,
completely adapted
to your own needs
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